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in a label using knockoutjs, mvvm I have a textbox bound to a property of my viewmodel. I want to display some text in a label using a computed observable function. I have tried using the values in the property
and also all the methods available for ko observable/observableArray. var EmployeeDetailsVM = function (firstName, lastName, email, phone, availability, department) { var self = this; self.firstName = firstName;

self.lastName = lastName; self.email = email; self.phone = phone; self.availability = availability; self.department = department; self.displayEmptyStatus = ko.observable(); ko.utils.extend(self, {
displayEmptyStatus: ko.observable(), firstNameIsEmpty: ko.computed(function () { return self.firstName.length == 0; }), lastNameIsEmpty: ko.computed(function () { return self.lastName.length == 0; }) }); }; A:

There are two ways to do this: 1) Use a function. A computed can return a function. You would write the function like this: return function() { return self.firstName.length == 0; } 2) Use
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